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Recovering Digital Pictures Made Easy 

In today’s digital age, 98% of all pictures taken never leave the digital domain. Pictures are 

viewed on the computer screen, and almost never end up on paper. As a result, a single 

hardware failure can cause more damage than a big fire. Corrupted hard drives, formatted 

memory cards, virus attacks and children using their parents’ computers can wipe your 

entire photo album clear in no time and without a warning. Magic Photo Recovery is 

designed to help you in these situations by recovering the missing pictures. 

Magic Photo Recovery is an advanced photo recovery software incorporating some of the most advanced 

algorithms to reliably locate and recover pictures from all types of digital media. Memory cards, hard drives, 

USB pen drives, internal and external storage systems, and even digital cameras attached to your PC via a 

USB cord can be recovered in no time. 

Deleted a picture or the entire photo album? No problem! Magic Photo Recovery will quickly scan your disk, 

recovering deleted pictures in a matter of seconds. 

Formatted a memory card? Magic Photo Recovery will take 

a few minutes to read its content and recover the pictures. 

Can’t access a memory card, USB pen drive or a hard drive 

with Windows? It might have a corrupted file system. Magic 

Photo Recovery will carefully analyze the device, looking for 

characteristic signatures identifying known types of files to 

detect the location of each image. This may take a bit 

longer, but the result is well worth it: Magic Photo Recovery 

will recover all or most of your pictures. 

Using Magic Photo Recovery is super easy. Anyone can 

recover their pictures with our photo recovery software! The 

fully guided wizard takes you through the recovery process one step after another. Can you believe you can 

recover all of your images by simply clicking “Next”? No prior experience is required!  

Magic Photo Recovery includes a fully featured preview, allowing you viewing deleted pictures as if they 

were never deleted. You can always filter recoverable images by their file size, resolution or last access date. 

Don’t take our word on it! Try Magic Photo Recovery by downloading a free evaluation copy! Download the 

free evaluation version, of our digital picture recovery software! 
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